Abstract: This one-man show type of performance is a theatrical project in which the actor Alexandru Dobinciuc, a final year master's student at the George Enescu University of Arts, Department of Theatre was involved. We aim to describe both the specific evolution of a character in a one-person show, and the strategies and technical means used in this type of show, such as scenography, costumes, music and video projections. The latter element is what makes this show exciting; from a purely technical standpoint, the show has the benefit of being easy to relocate. Nowadays, actors need these means of practicing artistic skills: any actor should include in his repertoire this type of show to be able to demonstrate his artistic talents. We use the metaphor of Dialogue of the arts in contemporary theatre to support faculties in the field of arts and young actors who are no longer eligible for indefinite employment contracts, even if they play in an institution-based cultural environment. (The highly debated issue of vacancies in theatres is not part of our discussion.) It is worth mentioning that the actor with whom I have worked on this project is one of the few graduates who were hired by a theatre institution. He is employed by the Mihai Eminescu Theatre in Botoşani.
Present for a long time in the Romanian theatrical environment, the one-person show type of performance becomes extremely important for actors as a way of demonstrating their acting skills. The actor Alexandru Dobinciuc was also drawn to this type of performance because of his desire to stand out. The project started with a complex analysis of the present dramaturgy at national and international level. The well-known contemporary dramatist Mihai Ignat is for us a pleasant surprise in regard to his literary work. His  Associated Profesor, Ph.D., UNAGE, Iasi, The Faculty of Theatre specialization? Monodrama. I've met him at the Gala Star Theatre Festival which is organized by the Bacău Theatre and is dedicated to one-man/woman shows. The young actor Cristian Iorga presented on that occasion the recital entitled Colateral, Oedip, directed by Laura Moldovan. It was awarded the Best One-Man Show award. Being impressed by this performance, I also wanted to mention it in our magazine, Theatrical Colloquia, and thus resulted the short interview with the dramatist Mihai Ignat. The interview is presented in the article entitled "Talent la iveală. Performanța artistică" ("Talent at sight. Artistic performance").
1
The show we refer to in this article is a mixture of three monodramas created by the actor-performer, which he has not yet published. They are entitled: Corp străin (Foreign Body), Toate mi se întâmplă numai mie (It's All Happening to Me) and Rituri de tăcere (Silence Rituals). They present the sufferings of an individual who finds out about the incurable disease of his friend Mitu. In order to not anticipate and summarize this drama, the main character confesses to the audience as if he were at a session with his own psychologist. The place was chosen on purpose because nowadays it is absolutely necessary to take part at this type of meetings.
The construction of such a show must be very well and accurately considered because the stage belongs to only one actor, who is in dialogue with himself, or with the audience in the room. The other characters can, eventually, be imaginary, or presented as mannequins, or projected in motion images. During the rehearsals, we have also used this theatrical formula that implied the existence of dressed hangers, but we found the direct approach with the audience to be more natural. The contemporary structure of a oneperson show supports this type of character represented by the audience. Thus, it becomes a collective character.
The character born from this mixture of monodramas goes through different states of mind that help him delay confessing the trauma he's been going through. Right at the beginning of his monologue he speaks out directly: "I've come to you, doctor, to talk about …", pauses and continues with a memory from his childhood, which points out the difficulty he has in talking about his real sufferance. Then, the entire mixture consists of successive stories that represent fragments of past experiences and are interpreted such as to reveal the shades of his personal emotions. The passages from one story to the other were created as an extension of this anxiety.
Each confession has something funny in its message, and in the interpretation of the actor Alexandru Dobinciuc they gain a special charm. The character's experiences are sad, as it is the case of the forth story, when he tells how he ended up locked in a library without having the possibility of getting to a toilet and how his stomach cramps started there. In reality, these symptoms are difficult to put up with and miming them in the acting process generates hilarity. This is not the only situation when the performance proved to be credible. The evolution of the character is thoroughly created and analysed.
The motto which also acts as a title -Toate mi se întâmplă numai mie (It's all happening to me) is by no means accidental, it has the role of underlining the anxiety generated by the imminent final memory -his friend's disease and all the passages from one story to the other are accompanied by the character's joy of finding something new to say. There are thirteen moments that precede the description of the character's state until we get to the true and most painful of them, which includes the presentation of his friend Mitu's disease. Each of them had to have a way in and a way out that required emotion to be transmitted by both speech and body language. This method that was suggested to the performer is the one that gives him the solutions, translated into work stages or necessary artistic conditions used at creating the surprise element. The actor finds himself in the situation of acting, at low intensity, the fear he has finished a set of lines and the lack of courage, or better yet, that he is not yet ready to express the pain he's experiencing because of his friend's drama. The never-ending angst must not be identical, this is exactly where the actor's talent steps in so that he can be credible and keep the audience's interest alive. In contemporary theatre, these passage moments are, many times, accompanied and helped by the new video projection techniques which can quickly transform one set into another.
In creating the sets, we were helped by a video-design professional, our colleague at UNAGE, Andrei Cozlac, assistant professor Ph.D.; we decided to work with him exactly because his scenic interpretations generate a special effect.
The usage of the video projections helps us relocate the show. In our case, it has a double role, as the video projections are used as sets and character. During the rehearsals, while talking to the actor, I received an answer I was expecting, that video projections also offer him a certain emotional support. In other words, the fact that he refers to something that took place in a square and that the square is present in all its beauty on the entire stage helps the actor create the moment more accurately. And this also incites the audience, as it includes them too.
Further on, we will ask Andrei Cozlac to tell us more about his role in this show:
"The immersive visual characteristic of new media arts found in contemporary artistic performances has been rapidly and effectively integrated in the scenography or the performance practice of contemporary theatre which combines the audience's active participation with poetic contemplation. The distance between stage and audience diminished by using digital projection techniques and interactivity. The term 'immersion' stands for that state of consciousness belonging to an action or situation in which the audience distances from what is shown to him and begins investing and getting involved in what is happening. This manner of exploring some alternatives of the reality that is put on stage, of simulating various acting presences, we might even say of dematerialization and reconstruction of the scene in sensory and optic parameters creates new complex stories that gradually increase the tension level. The video, just like the film, is a narrative vehicle 2 and even when the image scenario is not linear, the spatial and sculptural settings of video projections develop a certain cognitive attention that operates with conventions.
Visual arts, music, performance, as well as theatre have been interacting for some years now with the digital media, creating new connections, new methods of expression which transform the borrowed element. The capacity of each environment (performance, theatre, sound, film, dance etc.) to capture the audience's attention up to a certain level becomes a variable that can be brought into discussion in this equation where, if added all together they don't always lead to the amplification of human perception, on the contrary, they can mutually annul themselves. Finding the balance of this work process can lead to an immersive manifestation of the artistic product, where the audience's experience is no longer characterized by descriptions, but by powerful suggestions on his own reality.
Video design has the role of finding a balance between technologies, the specific language of images in motion and stage, text and actor that are characteristic to the theatre.
In Alexandru Dobinciuc's one-man show Toate mi se întâmplă numai mie (It's all happening to me) directed by Irina Scutariu, Lecturer Ph.D., the video plays different roles. First, it satisfies the need of placing the action in a certain area. The neutrality of the stage allows the video to locate the areas where the character acts, lives his emotions, etc. In other words, we talk about a certain type of digital scenography whose vibe and condition changes throughout the show. The spaces are not simply limited visually by a sequel of images; it is intended a defragmentation of the space into space, the passages between the scenes being obtained through gradual transformation, the alteration of immediate reality and the anticipation of future moments, similar situations and hybrid areas. The virtual area reacts to the presence of the actor on stage, answers to his questions and conflicts and becomes a character that interacts with him. The character's inner rebellion and his inner conflict that are determined by his friend's death are underlined or created in counterpoint even on the actor's body transmitting through images and body volume what he is not saying to the public. Divinity answers him through indirect signs, translated because of the space that communicates through symbols but which cannot be seen as a character."
Another element that creates the atmosphere is the music. It is not introduced there by accident, but is intended to create an atmosphere that transmits the character's state. The acting space must be an ensemble of elements meant to ensure the actor's state of comfort, and for this type of show it is essential. Music is only heard when an emotion felt by the actor, or a pause is marked. The tones of the music become a competitor of the words, create a state that can set off thoughts and emotions in the audience.
One of the characteristic elements of one-man shows is the artistic pause, which should not be removed. Aware that he will be alone on the stage, the actor has the tendency of saying the text at an incredibly fast-paced rhythm right from the first readings and experiences a certain state of fear. This feeling must disappear and the text, the way of saying it must capture the tones of vocal expression. Because there are fourteen happenings, it doesn't mean there are just as many characters. The voice tones will identify the character's feelings; they will transmit joy, disappointment, rebellion as well as others feelings that he experiences during the monologue.
The actor Alexandru Dobinciuc at the premiere of the play Toate mi se întâmplă numai mie (It's All Happening to Me)
The work technique on such a text, with a clear stake, that of constantly capturing the audience's attention, requires a thorough study. In an intermediary work phase, we intended to identify the passages of the screen play that stand for those emotional thresholds experienced by the actor in his acting process. They contributed at establishing the way in which the voice needed to modulate in order to transmit anxiety, then fear and eventually sadness, when reaching the point of declaring the character's real reason for being upset.
Such a show needs an experienced actor as, depending on where he acts on stage, we can expect the audience to interact. Even if an actor is used to speaking in public, right from the period of his professional training, for making such a show one needs an increased level of spontaneity. Actors play in various unconventional spaces where the public comes from completely different environments. The capacity to control the public is an essential quality for the actor who agrees to such a scenic task and creativity is the secret card. In other words, the technical means of speech are established during the rehearsals, pointing out that the way they are adapted represents the actor's capacity to adjust to the stage and the audience.
The entire monologue becomes from a speech that acquires acting value, if it respects the principles that we find in the first studies in this field. "Every speech consists of that which is expressed and of that which expresses, that is, of matter and words. Ability in speaking is produced by nature, art, and practices, to which some add a fourth requisite, namely imitation, which I include under art." 3 Quintilian, a master of oratory speaks in this paragraph about a key element of monologue, something we also refer to as speech, that is the presence of a message without which any text becomes meaningless. Considering everything in relation to the show we refer to, we will also bear in mind the inner monologue that is present throughout the entire artistic performance and especially in the moments when the actor needs to charge
